Since our inception in 1990, at MIZAB Group, we are committed to creating meaningful change in the communities we serve through our philanthropic efforts, correlate professionalism, community progress activities and investing, support of academia, Technological programming and entrepreneurial initiatives.

We are building strong, healthy neighborhoods where all of us can live, work and dream by investing in innovative projects designed to serve the economic needs of the country. Working in partnership with business leaders, MIZAB Groups leadership directs the majority of the earning through consultancy that address pressing educational, social, economic, and financial needs of communities across our national footprint.

In addition, we partner with national organizations to direct beneficial resources to local communities. Through our signature program, we enhance organizational abilities to serve more individuals and families in need and develop nonprofit visionaries, local heroes, and students as our community leaders of today and tomorrow.

At MIZAB Group, we are proud to support our associates who give their time, energy and financial resources to create better neighborhoods in the many communities we serve. Through generous business support programs, we encourage associates by providing them with open platforms to gear up the economic activity, which is launched through MIZAB group and its concerns.

Dr Hasan Sohaib Murad
Chairman

The educational, administrative, professional credentials and diversified experience of Dr Hasan Sohaib Murad ideally places him in a global leadership position, be any inter-governmental and/or inter-organizational environment. His inspiring and visionary leadership in several entrepreneurial ventures is convincingly sound evidence of his impeccable capacity to rise to new horizons brilliantly while instilling the spirit of innovation.

Prof Dr Hasan Sohaib Murad is a distinguished National Professor and eminent scholar of Philosophy, Organizational Science, Management, and Policy. The most outstanding achievement of Dr Murad is founding the University of Management and Technology, a category W4 institution in Lahore.

He is member of the executive board of Technical Education and Vocational Training Authority (TEVTA) of Government of Punjab. He has represented Pakistan in the Executive Board of Association of Management Development in South Asia (AAMDSA) which is a South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) recognized body for management development institutions in the region. He was founding Governor of Board of Governors and Secretary General of International Business Forum (IBF), a network of prominent CEOs from 120 countries based in Istanbul, Turkey. He was founder president of Association of Management Development Institutions of Pakistan (AMDIP). Dr Murad is now Chairperson of National Business Education Accreditation Council (NBEAC) which has been set up by Higher Education Commission of Government of Pakistan (HEC) to accredit all higher education institutions offering programs in the faculties of commerce, business, and public administration.

Syed Faraz Ali
Managing Director

An Industrial Engineer qualified from Ohio, USA, with over 25 years of experience. Progressive career path from entry positions, Director to CEO

Exposure in International markets with work experience in USA, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Dubai, Pakistan and Canada.

Companies include: Chrysler corporation, Coca-Cola, Hoechst, AlphaGraphics, Philips, Cadbury, Reckitt Benckiser, Paraezus, Dynatts Pharma and Indus Pharma.

Expertise is managing complex Supply Chains, Manufacturing, Project Management, Sales, Marketing, & Information Technology.

Experienced in large multi-site projects in Infrastructure, logistics, resource management, Public & government relations.
University of Management and Technology (UMT)

UMT is a project of Institute of Leadership and Management (ILM) Trust. It has evolved into a premier institution of higher learning in the country with over 10,000 students. Recognized by the Higher Education Commission (HEC) as a “W4” category (highest rank) university, UMT is also the first in the Punjab amongst medium sized universities in the general category. It is a private institute, add International collaborations across 3 continents. UMT offers a broad range of bachelor, master and doctoral degree programs in 150+ disciplines UMT distinguishes itself with 360 full-time faculty members including 85 PhDs and 20 HEC approved supervisors, 14,000+ alumni-ae and 10,000 students from 100 districts of Pakistan and 17 countries across the globe. The University has state-of-the-art science, engineering and textile laboratories, computer network, well-stocked library with over 100,000 books and digital resources to facilitate learning and research. The University also offers generous financial assistance to students.

Institute of Knowledge and Leadership

Institute of Knowledge and Leadership (IKL) has emerged on the global map of learning and knowledge sharing as a highly advanced and qualified training platform. As a global player, IKL is based out of Dubai, one of the most dynamic parts of the GCC and hub of international organizations. The second home of IKL is Ankara, Turkey, which serves as the center point to connect Europe and Asia.

The distinctive factor about IKL is its significant, highly qualified and skilled pool of global trainers, primarily equipped with state of the art training methods and techniques coupled with the passion to share knowledge and to co-create a value proposition with organizations and their teams. IKL has trainers across the globe from 25 nationalities, over 200 knowledge areas, and with a cumulative training, knowledge creation, sharing, and dissemination experience for over 1000 years with over 2 million participants globally.

ILM Group of Colleges

The ILM Colleges Network is an initiative of the ILM Trust that aims to make quality education available at widely dispersed locations in the country. It offers a wide range of programs in faculties of arts, science, computer science and commerce. Separate campuses for both male and female students offer value-driven education to the nation’s youth. There are 25 ILM colleges and growing 5 per year.

The Knowledge School Network

The Knowledge School (TKS) is a country-wide project of comprehensive schools (playgroup to class 10) based on strategic partnership between ILM Trust and Network Associates (franchisees) as licensees having the right to use, in connection with the school operation, the system and the proprietary marks of the project. TKS Schools have been set up an initiative to provide quality education at an affordable fee. Students at The Knowledge Schools are promised not only effective learning in all academic subjects but also personality grooming based on our social and moral values. 147 branches and 8% increase in number per year.

Center for Management Development

Center for Management Development (CMD) was established in 2002 with the vision to bridge the gap between the academia and corporate sector. CMD has come a long way since then. For more than 10 years, CMD has served the national and International clients by working in line with its vision of “Learning” and mission of “Leading.”

Keeping in view the continuous growth of CMD and the interest shown by facilitators to join its platform, CMD has established a Facilitator Selection Board that comprises seasoned facilitators, key persons from the HR/OD field and subject experts. The board meets on need basis and evaluates and selects new facilitators who are interested in working from the platform of CMD.
Noor Power
Noor Power is a private limited power generation company founded in 2011. The company promotes the development, retention and enhancement of small and medium size hydro power plants where the net benefit to the environment is positive. Noor Power has collaborated with a few multinational and world acclaimed firms and has many interests in different power projects all over Pakistan. Noor Power has applied for different hydropower sites which are as under: Rasul Barrage, B.S Link I RD 106-250, Trimmu BarragePunjnad Barrage.

First IBL Modaraba
Sanaullah Modaraba Management (Pvt.) Ltd was a Company registered in 1989 under the Companies Ordinance, 1984. In 1990, the Company, with permission under the provisions of Modaraba Companies and Modaraba (Floatation and Control) Ordinance, 1980 floated a Modaraba named First Sanaullah Modaraba. In December 2007, Dr Hassan Sohaib Murad acquired the controlling interest of the Management Company of FIBLM from the IBL Group. This company is listed on Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE).

The mission of First IBL Modaraba (Financial services and leasing company) is to serve for continued excellence in providing quality services to the business community as a whole, with the ultimate goal to increase the value of certificate holders. The company vision is to establish First IBL Modarbas as the benchmark reference for all Islamic financial Institutions.

Hill View Society
Hill View Society is a project of firm Hill View Builders (Pvt.) Ltd. Islamabad. Hill View Builders is a private limited firm registered in Islamabad with Security and Exchange Commission Pakistan and its registered office is 10/B Sector F10/3 Islamabad. Hill View Society is located at Moza Kasana, Tehsil Fateh Jang District Attock. The total area on which NOC applied is 68 acres. Total arrangement of land for the Hill View Society is 2072 kanals. The society development work will commence as soon as new Islamabad International airport is operational.

Tricastmedia
Tricastmedia is a software services company, providing full spectrum of software product development, consulting, and R&D services to ISVs (Independent Software Vendors) and enterprise of all sizes, and ranging across multiple business domains. The combination of superior Technology Expertise blended with specialized knowledge in domains like Mobile Apps, Mobile VAS, Web 2.0, healthcare, animation and interactive designs, content management systems and white label content portals make it a unique technology partner for customers.

Tricastmedia has developed quite a few intellectual properties that range from live sports applications on the mobile to community based web and wap sites. Tricastmedia employs over 50 highly skilled engineers that have vast experience in developing mobile and web applications.

Mizab Town
Mizab Town is a venture with nature, signed on security and agreed on purity. Ideally located on the Motorway M-3, Mizab Town is a complete residential project of international standard comprising of three categories. The project has its own parks, community centre, commercial area, school, water reservoir, water purification plant, grave yard and mosque. The project will be managed and maintained by its sponsors after its development. This housing society is located near industrial zones and largest textile manufacturing establishments in Pakistan.

Due to Group priorities this project will be fast tracked in Year 2016, and stipulated completion time is 4 years.